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—Uzrad Lew

“THE COVID-19 CRISIS IS THE 
BIRTH TUNNEL OF A NEW  
MIDDLE CLASS PARADIGM.”  



“UPPER CLASSES ARE  
A NATION’S PAST;  
THE MIDDLE CLASS  
IS ITS FUTURE.” 
—Ayn Rand



CREATE FINANCIALLY SELF-SUFFICIENT 
COMMUNITIES AROUND PHYSICAL LOCATIONS 
DESIGNED TO EDUCATE, CONNECT, AND 
REIGNITE GROWTH & JOB CREATION AMONG 
THE STRUGGLING MIDDLE CLASS

2020 Capital vision:  
A new Financial Paradigm is Born

• Massive foot traffic retail locations
• Sell Side and Buy Side under one roof
• Balanced revenue model (60% 

services/40% rent)

• Reversing the balance of power: Client 
is on top with decision-making power

• Closing the ‘knowledge gap’ by 
creating independent decision-makers 
within the middle class

• Lucrative environment for top 
independent financial advisors

An Easy-to-Replicate 
Model Generating  
Revenue from Day 1

Answers Growing Demand 
for Transparent Financial 
Advisory Solutions

A BIG SOLUTION FOR  
FINANCIAL ILLITERACY

• 2020 Capital Token (2020CT) provides 
investment without vesting period 

• Dramatically increased ROI with self-
sufficient profit center model 

• Investment in ‘first mover’ in Financial 
Advisory sector

Investor Flexibility,  
Liquidity and ROI

Growth
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Customer-centered 
(AI-assisted Financial Advisory,  
Needs-based product structure)

Proprietary  
Technology

(AI Technology and 
 Blockchain Security)

Community  
Integration

(Experience-focused Retail Hub & 
 Community Re-investment)

Financial Education 
& Training

(Youth and Adult Classes, 
Workshops, Business Coaching)



78% of U.S. workers live 
paycheck to paycheck to 
make ends meet.
Source: Harris Poll/CareerBuilder 2017

Source: Suisse/Oxfam International 2017

More than $8 of every $10 of 
wealth created in 2017 went to 
the richest 1% 

Source: Harris Poll/CareerBuilder 2017

Nearly 3 in 4 workers say they are 
in debt today

Source: Schwartz Center for  
Economic Policy Analysis

Roughly 40% of Americans who 
are considered middle class will 
fall into poverty or near poverty by 
the time they reach age 65

230
MILLION AMERICANS

Total Available Market



A Really Big Problem

The exponentially expanding ‘wealth 
gap’ is creating a volatile and risky 
socio-economic environment

Uncertainty and Risk

OUR CURRENT 
FINANCIAL SYSTEM  
IS BROKEN Mario L, 24

UX Designer, San Jose, CA

“Credit card debt is preventing 
me from getting ahead.”

The result of a system that works 
only for the top is the hollowing out of 
the middle class, the foundation of a 
healthy economy

The System Only Works  
for Those at the Top

Gen X, Millennial, and Gen Z Americans 
are financially disoriented and 
searching for solutions that will help 
them achieve their dreams

People are Seeking  
Out Change



Financial Oppression  
of the Middle Class

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES GIANTS 
KEEP PEOPLE 
FINANCIALLY 
IGNORANT
We have created a system that is not sustainable. 

It was designed with one thing in mind: make 

financial services giants and their shareholders 

money. Now. By keeping people financially ignorant 

and focusing on a winner-takes-all approach that 

favors corporate over customer interests, we have 

created a ticking time bomb. We have raised a 

generation that is unmotivated and have hollowed 

out the middle class.

Financial  
Illiteracy

Corruption

(Doesn’t feel they have a future. No 
desire to work or to invest back) 

(Pressure Techniques, Loose 
Corporate Accountability,  
Systemic Inefficiencies) 

A VICIOUS CYCLE  
OF CORRUPTION  
AND INEFFICIENCIES

Perpetuating  
Long-term Effect
(Reputation Damage, Vague Standards, 

Consumer Knowledge Gap)

Short-term  
Profit & Greed

(Exploited Knowledge Gap,  
Sales-Driven Product Design)

Caregiver, Silverlake, CA

“How will I ever save enough 
for a downpayment on a 

home?”

Rhonda S, 33



A Six-Fold Problem

THE PERFECT 
FINANCIAL STORM

 A Widening  
Wealth Gap 

Financial  
Illiteracy

Brain Drain at  
Institutional Giants

A False Sense  
of Control

Dying  
Communities

Economic Abandonment 
of the Middle-class

Exacerbated by an unmet demand 
for effective financial solutions 

for the middle class

Uneducated customers have 
no foundation for making good 

financial decisions

Top talent from the leading 
financial advisories are increasingly 
choosing entrepreneurial paths or 
leaving the sector entirely for the 

tech industry

The Fintech revolution is disrupting 
the advisory status quo by seemingly 

transferring power to the hands of 
consumers while in reality driving 

financial literacy down

Unbalanced emphasis on tech 
solutions and product-centric 

paradigms have alienated people and 
stifled the potential for all to succeed

The global Covid-19 pandemic has 
revealed a middle-class unprepared 
for hardship and an indifferent 1% 
unwilling to acknowledge the pain

3
4

5

6
1
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A Tectonic Game Changer

THE NEW NORMAL: TWO ECONOMIES

A healthy Wall Street once meant a 
healthy Main Street but today, stock 
market values and the national jobs 
report are completely unrelated, a fact 
demonstrated by the $430 billion increase 
in America’s billionaires’ net worth during 
the first two months of the pandemic 
while the number of unemployed surged 
to 40 million Americans and counting. 

Traditional Indicators  
Are Meaningless

The middle-class is now completely at the 
mercy of Big Business and the Federal 
Government. As Corporate America 
restructures to profit off the current 
economic reality, it is passing all of the 
risk onto totally dependent employees, 
consumers and small businesses leaving 
them no choice but to participate in their 
own exploitation or face loss of income 
and property. 

An Economic Master and 
Slave Relationship

Efforts to bailout the ‘Real Economy’ 
have largely fallen victim to corruption as 
large corporations, including those with 
legal issues, are able to secure millions 
of dollars in bailouts while continuing 
to pay large executive salaries. Political 
dysfunction and misinformation has 
resulted in insufficient stimulus, a total 
lack of transparency and the closure of 
thousands of small businesses for which 
the bailout was originally intended.

Corporate and Political 
Corruption of Stimulus

The issue of stagnant wage growth and 
decreasing employment in the face of 
record corporate profits is compounded 
by the hollowing out of social safety 
nets due to taxpayer-funded corporate 
giveaways in the form of tax breaks and a 
financially illiterate middle-class without 
the power or knowledge to protect their 
economic standing.

No Trickle Down, 
No Safety Net

Covid-19 has created a new permanent 
economic reality, one economy for corporate 
america that flourishes in a time of crisis and 
one for everyone else that struggles under 
systemic oppression.



The Opportunity

“WE ARE ON THE PRECIPICE 
OF A $30 TRILLION TRANSFER 
OF WEALTH FROM BABY 
BOOMERS TO GENERATION X 
AND MILLENNIALS.” 

—PWC 2018

—Deloitte, Millennials and Wealth Management

“Financial Products should be designed in a way 
that resonate well with the Millennials’ expecta-
tions, with a special focus on state-of-the-art tech-
nological platforms. Technological communica-
tions platforms need to transfer information about 
their finances quickly and at every point in time 
during the investment cycle.”

Hidden Income: Much of the 
potential in this wealth will 
go untapped because these 
generations remain unaware of 
who they are financially



MILLENNIALS
Born 1981-1996

“Millennials have bleak expectations 
for the economy—income inequality 
and the lack of social mobility were 
likely factors driving economic 
pessimism, highlighting the 
negative impact of an uncertain, 
unequal environment.”

—The Deloitte Global Millennial Survey 2019

Millennials are largely financially 
illiterate and experience a 
heightened anxiety over financial 
issues than previous generations 

Financially Illiterate

Dubbed ‘Localvists’, Millennials seek out 
products and services that support and 
invest in the community

Community-focused

Millennials want human interaction when 
making financial decisions 

Demand Human Experience

Using cash or debit over credit cards to avoid 
debt, which in turn delays credit building 

Cash is King

The world’s first quasi-digitally native 
generation are fast learners with the means 
to teach themselves 

Digital-first Self-Educators

Millennials’ disruption of markets is due 
to a willingness to use new products like 
robo-advisors and crypto-currencies, as 
well as a need to be more independent 
from Corporate America and a legitimate 
concern over the lack of government 
protection from financial oppression

Unpersuaded by Traditional  
Financial Gatekeepers

Malik G, 31
Lawyer, Santa Monica, CA

“How can I start planning 
for retirement with so much 

student loan debt?”



NEXT UP: GEN Z
Born 1997-2009

Gen Z is quickly emerging as the next 
economic force in the US, estimated 
to be 40% of all consumers by 2020. 
They’re fast learning the lessons of 
earlier generations and temper their 
immense capital influence with fiscal 
pragmatism. Gen Z is more financially 
aware than Millennials, but still lack 
the tools and necessary support to 
become truly financially literate.

Gen Z is the largest generation in 
U.S. history and by 2020 will have 
the economic influence to match 
with over $143 billion in spending 
power (bloomberg.com)

Massive Influence

Already embracing capitalism as a force for 
good, making purchasing decisions based 
on a complex set of shared values including 
social impact, economic and environmental 
sustainability and human rights. 

‘Clicktivists’

Gen Z is the first genuinely digital generation 
and the first to be bombarded with 
information from a young age. They filter 
information as authentic or not with an ‘8 
second BS meter’.

Short Attention Span

53% prefer in-person communication over 
tools like instant messaging and video 
conferencing. (millennialbranding.com)

Face Time

Unlike Millennials who seek belonging and 
community, Gen Z is fiercely resistant to 
being labeled, meaning customized products 
and services are a must.

Undefined by Design

Becky B, 22
Dog Walker, Santa Clara, CA

“How do I grow my dog 
walking business into 

something with a future?”

Gen Z’s are ready to break away with 
anything that doesn’t serve their 
immediate needs.

Rebels



“THE CURRENCY OF THE 
NEW COLLABORATIVE 
ECONOMY IS TRUST.”
—Rachel Botsman



 A Really Big Solution

WE CREATED SPIKE. 
THE FIRST TRUE BOTTOM-UP 
FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT HABITAT 
BRINGING TOGETHER ADVISORS AND 
CONSUMERS IN DREAM LOCATIONS 
AROUND THE COUNTRY

Spike’s proprietary AI platform, Spike2.0, 
is designed to empower millions of 
middle class individuals, the fundamental 
building block of our economy, to make 
educated financial decisions thus 
reigniting economic growth and spurring 
independent job creation. 

Grassroots Growth 
Powered by AI and 
Smart Spaces

The Spike’s revenue model of 
interconnected people, products 
and services acts as a community 
marketplace. Each retail location is 
profitable, ensuring not only returns for 
investors but more importantly, a thriving 
local economy. 

Local Profit Centers 
Powered by a Thriving 
Community

DREAM UP! 

Proprietary educational programs 
starting with community members as 
young as 11, will rebuild our community 
from the ground up. Financial analysis, 
customer-centered services and practical 
tools will ensure that members regain 
their financial independence and aren’t 
afraid to use it in the Spike marketplace.

Closing the Knowledge 
Gap Creating Empowered 
Consumers

Spike will be the leader in a new type 
of community space designed to 
encourage social distancing habits and 
discourage viral and bacterial spread. 
From antibacterial fabrics and materials 
to the latest in air and water purifying 
technologies, Spike will set the standard 
for creating confidence in the safety of life 
in public spaces. 

A New Safer Space in a 
New Post-Covid Reality



Bottom-Up Solution

NOW IT’S PERSONAL
Personalized service and innovative product strategy will start 

creating self-sufficient community members from the moment 

they walk into a Spike habitat.

Discover Your  
Financial Being

Meet the Remarkable You (MRY) 
is a process for financial self-

discovery

Individualized  
Success Plan

The MRY informs a success 
plan based on the customer’s 

tendencies, anxieties and goals

Unique Customer  
Experience

AI-assisted technology provides 
fully customized products, success 

plans and in-store experience

Community  
Support

Access to all parts of the 
financial ecosystem under one 
roof including education, micro-

financing and micro-funding



SPIKE IS THE WORLD’S FIRST

FINANCIAL HABITAT
Each member of the 
community defines their 
own financial pathway with 
a process called Meet the 
Remarkable You

Unique Financial Beings Bottom Up Approach

The community is only as 
prosperous as its individual 
members

Radical Interaction

Creating substantial 
presence in massive 
foot-traffic areas at the 
heart of US metropolitan 
centers

Financial Accessibility

Sell-side and Buy-side under 
one roof 



 Product Overview

A brick & mortar habitat in 
massive high foot traffic 
areas

Spike Habitat

A FINANCIALLY 
SELF-SUFFICIENT 
COMMUNITY

A customer-facing 
Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) advisor, concierge, 
overseer of the habitat

Spike2.0

A system for discovering 
your ‘financial being’

Meet the  
Remarkable You 
(MRY) Security in blockchain 

technology

2020 Capital  
Token (2020CT)



DREAM UPINTRODUCING SPIKE:
THE WORLD’S FIRST 
FINANCIAL HABITAT
Practical and inviting design, 
encouraging gatherings and 
exchange in an educational 
environment; everything you 
need, nothing you don’t.

Download full report: Spike: Scope of  
Services, Events and Experiences

The Pasadena Model
15,000 sq. ft. over 2 floors

Spike Community Hub and 
Shared Workspace: 33 Offices, 

80 Workstations, Common 
Areas, 2 Conference Rooms, 
Bar/ Café, 1 Event/Lecture 

Spaces

Never-before-seen technology featuring 
customer-centric Deep Machine Learning 
and Artificial Intelligence

Tech-based

Buy-side and sell-side under one roof

Integrated
10% of revenue re-invested in local 
community

Fostering of financial literacy through 
age-appropriate classes and games for 
children & adolescents, needs-based 
classes for adults as well as coaching for 
small business owners

Re-investment

Customer-centric 
Learning

Spike: Built Around the People HIGH FOOT TRAFFIC  
AREAS ONLY!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JG-UQZduuzC-kBHRAFmD06IKMqYabjE_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JG-UQZduuzC-kBHRAFmD06IKMqYabjE_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JG-UQZduuzC-kBHRAFmD06IKMqYabjE_/view


THE CUSTOMER’S  
(AND ADVISOR’S)  
BEST FRIEND

At Spike, all roads lead to Spike2.0, a cloud-based, AI-powered 

financial advisor and planner. Spike2.0 is more than just the 

algorithm driving the financial services, it’s also the primary 

interface driving the customer experience online and in-person. 

Download full report: A Never-before- 
seen Tech Puzzle

AWS Cloud-based 

Real-time market alerts and 
evaluation

GPS/SSID-enabled personalized 
Spike environmental experience

Optimized financial pathways 
and planning based on customer 
‘financial being’ (MRY)Download full report: Spike 2.0: A 

Never-Before-Seen Tech Puzzle

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z2O6w1GUAuhuVEvnxCnz_VB8KLI4CtVT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z2O6w1GUAuhuVEvnxCnz_VB8KLI4CtVT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z2O6w1GUAuhuVEvnxCnz_VB8KLI4CtVT/view


“WE CANNOT REACH ANY 
HIGHER IF WE CAN’T DEAL 
WITH ORDINARY LOVE.”

— From “Ordinary Love” by U2



Bi-weekly gatherings of the Spike 
community where members and expert 
guests discuss financial and social 
issues.

Classes and workshops are offered based 
on individual strengths and weaknesses 
determined by Spike2.0 in MRY sessions, 
ensuring members have their best shot at 
realizing their dreams. 

One-on-one coaching services 
build confident members through 
individualized hands-on feedback and 
training on real world experiences.

Shared workspaces with remote 
accessibility place like-minded members 
in the same environment fostering 
community and collaboration.

Freedom Nights

Individualized 
Pathways to 
Success

Life and Business 
Coaching

Collaborative 
Environment

Educational Empowerment

CREATING A CUSTOM 
FINANCIAL TOOLBOX

Spike is an enriching environment designed to eliminate financial 

illiteracy through educational classes, remotely accessible shared 

workspaces, workshops and expert speakers. 



Technology and Gamification

MAKING FINANCIAL 
LITERACY FUN AND 
REWARDING

At Spike, it’s never too early, or too late, to begin the journey 

to financial literacy. From gamified classes on basic financial 

knowledge to tokenized rewards systems, education is the 

engine of our self-sufficient community. 

Introducing financial literacy at 
a young age is made easier with 
the use of gaming technology 
that leverages the interests and 
capabilities of varying age groups. 
For example, quest games capture 
and hold the imagination of young 
children while simulations allow 
teenagers to explore their curiosity 
in the world of adults. 

Gaming for 
Youths

Classes are available for all 
knowledge levels and the curriculum 
design is based on needs in the 
Spike community as revealed by 
member data analysed by Spike2.0 
and direct feedback from members.

Data-led Community 
Education

Token economy reward systems, 
community leaderboards and other 
simple gamified incentives increase 
participation and completion of 
educational programs and help 
spark healthy economic activity 
within an increasingly literate and 
connected Spike community.

Rewards Systems 
and Incentives



?
Meet the Remarkable You (MRY)

WHAT IS YOUR DREAM?

Meet the Remarkable You (MRY) is our unique process for 

discovering each customer’s true ‘financial being’. Like a 

unique fingerprint, it offers a detailed look at where you are, 

where do you want to go and what is your current financial 

knowledge level. It’s the first and most important step on 

the journey to self-sufficiency and the cornerstone of every 

product, service, and success plan we offer every member of 

our community.

Download full report: MRY and the  
Evolution of a Spike Client

SPIKE’S MOST 
UNFAIR ADVANTAGE: 
YOU!

Spike on-boarding

Establishes individual  
success pathway

Financial product 
suggestions unique to 
the customer and the 
community

Enter your dream here

MRY’s Main  
Features

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yoibOSXBK-lOhcVD2IVdy1qblg9exw_F/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yoibOSXBK-lOhcVD2IVdy1qblg9exw_F/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yoibOSXBK-lOhcVD2IVdy1qblg9exw_F/view


2020 Capital Token (2020CT)

SECURITY AND 
PROFITABILITY

Download full report: Token Economics

2020 Capital Inc.’s 2020 Capital 
Token is a crypto; growth catalyst 
fully exchangeable with other 
cryptocurrencies. As 2020 Capital 
Inc.’s  fundamental investment 
product, it is open to investors 
globally and acts as a primary 
fund-raising vehicle and value 
accelerator for the model. Much like 
city coins, it anchors value to the 
local economy providing a healthy 
foundation.

• Gives investors flexibility in 
accessing capital and dividends

• Prevents extraction from local 
economy

• KYC/AML compliant

2020 Capital Token
(2020CT)

2020 Capital’s products are supported by a layer of immutable 

blockchain technology powered by Algorand. Our Token 

(2020CT) is the mechanism that enables growth, investor 

dividends, and reinvestment in our communities. Securitize is an SEC registered 
transfer agent, will act as transfer 
agent and registrar with respect 
to the 2020CT (Algorand Based) 
Token. 2020 Capital Inc. has 
also engaged Securitize as its 
technology provider in order to 
create the web-based platform 
for the offering of the 2020CT 
(Algorand Based) Token and 
generate the smart contracts 
required to effectuate the creation 
and ongoing lifecycle management 
of digital tokens that represent the 
2020CT (Algorand Based) Token.

Spike is built on a frictionless 
blockchain foundation provided by 
industry-leader Algorand, award-
winning pioneers of security, 
scalability and decentralization in 
the blockchain space.

Download full report: Why We Are  
Using Algorand

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-KlQ_lccgIg70YBTTYxcVZmMgWm_dqT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-KlQ_lccgIg70YBTTYxcVZmMgWm_dqT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-KlQ_lccgIg70YBTTYxcVZmMgWm_dqT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YSydRbYSTTmT5dlYoKoeXovxm05PbFTt/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YSydRbYSTTmT5dlYoKoeXovxm05PbFTt/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YSydRbYSTTmT5dlYoKoeXovxm05PbFTt/view


The Spike Ecosystem

A FINANCIALLY 
SELF-SUFFICIENT 
COMMUNITY FOR 
INDEPENDENT 
DECISION-MAKERS

Recommendations

Education & Training

MRY

Membership

Advisor

Spike2.0

Customer

Member Tenant

Work Plan

P&R

Walk-in

Work Plan

Buisness MRY

Investment

Advisor

Investment  
CommitteeSpike Capital

Stage I

Stage II



Product Roadmap

THE ROAD  
TO CHANGE

SEPTEMBER 2020

STO 1st Round 
Launched

DECEMBER 2020

1st Round Closing 
($10M)

FEBRUARY 2021

2nd Round Closing 
($15M)

MAY 2021

3rd Round Closing 
($25M)

Tokenization (2020CT) 
(1BN Tokens)

Spike Construction 
Begins

MARCH 2021

Grand  
Opening 

Spike2.0  
Launched

Operational

MRY Operational



The Competition

STATUS QUO, 
ONLINE BANKS AND 
INVESTMENT ON 
AUTO-PILOT
Americans have plenty of options for managing their money, 

from traditional banks to emerging fintech technologies. 

Underserved markets have seen an improvement in access but 

the larger systemic issue of financial illiteracy remains.

Traditional banks operating 
in retail locations with 
growing online offering

Charter Banks

Professionally-managed 
securities investments 
primarily offering diversified 
mutual fund portfolios

Asset Managers

Online banking startups 
targeting underserved 
millennial market

Fintech Providers

Algorithmically-managed 
online investment 
platforms

Robo-Advisors



“Despite moving from physical to digital 

services, the core of the banking business 

model has not changed. Bankers still collect 

low-cost retail deposits and lend that capital 

out to collect interest and earn a spread. 

Major banks also have online lending 

programs and bid for the same customers 

as fintech companies, increasing the cost of 

customer acquisition for the latter.

As a result of failing to discover materially 

better risk splitting based on unique data, 

fintech players have ended up focusing on 

unsecured consumer lending products with 

relatively high interest rates and the higher 

risk lending associated with them. Others 

have recognized that they are ultimately 

competing on cost of capital and, like SoFi, 

are becoming the banks they ostensibly set 

out to destroy.”

— entrepreneur.com 2019

A FAILURE TO 
TAILOR FINANCIAL 
PRODUCTS TO THE 
INDIVIDUAL’S NEEDS

“(FINTECH SOLUTIONS) HAVE RECOGNIZED 
THAT THEY ARE ULTIMATELY COMPETING 
ON COST OF CAPITAL AND, LIKE SOFI, ARE 
BECOMING THE BANKS THEY OSTENSIBLY 
SET OUT TO DESTROY.”

The Competition



Our Competitive Advantage

CREATING FINANCIALLY 
LITERATE, INDEPENDENT 
DECISION-MAKERS

A community is only as strong as its individual members. 

Americans are demanding effective financial advisory 

solutions and the Spike model provides those solutions in the 

form of the educational tools and support necessary to close 

the ‘knowledge gap’. Spike places each customer at the center 

of the model, taking into account their dreams, strengths and 

weaknesses for a truly customized experience.

The customer experience of defining 
their ‘financial being’ is a profoundly 
revealing process that begins a journey 
of understanding what their dreams are 
and how to achieve them. Each result 
is as unique as the customer and all 
financial advice, planning and products 
are mapped to their hopes and dreams 
for the future.

Meet the Remarkable  
You (MRY) 

Spike is designed with the needs 
of people in mind. Each location is 
a fully integrated high foot traffic 
retail hub and remotely accessible 
community experience built around local 
relationships meant to foster the financial 
wellbeing of its members, whether that 
means closing the ‘knowledge gap’ or 
securing funding for a small business.  

Accessible Retail and  
Remote Experience

Financial literacy at the individual 
level is the foundation for a support 
community that is completely self-
sufficient and profitable for all. 

Financially  
Self-sufficient 
Communities 



“OUR FINANCIAL HABITAT, SPIKE, IS 
A BREATHING FINANCIAL MODEL, 
WHERE THE AMBIANCE IS OUR 

‘POINT-OF-SALE’, SPIKE2.0 IS OUR 
FINANCIAL WIZARD, AND THE 
SERVICES WE OFFER ARE THE ‘ROWS 
AND COLUMNS’ OF OUR FUTURE P&L”
—Uzrad Lew, 2019



The Model

A BALANCED 
REVENUE MODEL OF 
RENT AND SERVICES

Spike is primarily powered by customers who purchase 

services and the planners and advisors who provide those 

services and rent offices in the community (60% services/40% 

rent or more). Additional revenue is generated by token 

transactions, community concessions and membership fees.

2020  
Capital Inc.

Spike

Services and  
Membership

Fees

Work  
Space

Products 
Sold

Commission

Rent

Services

Revenue  
Sharing

Override  
Commissions

50%

BGA

Spike
Members

Spike
Financial 
Advisors



Go above and beyond with access to 
our workstations area. “Above” (non-
dedicated) & “Beyond” (dedicated). 
“Above” members receive a one time 
free MRY session and a one time free 
Freedom Night ticket. “Beyond” members 
receive same as above, plus a 25% 
discount on Freedom Nights.  

Basic membership with access to our 
communal lounge areas on weekdays 
from 9am-6pm. Joy members enjoy up to 
6 visits per month. 

4 headcount offices with unlimited 
access to communal areas, lounge areas, 
and conference rooms. 25% discount on 
Freedom Nights and 50% discount on 
MRY sessions. Two free MRY sessions 
upon signing up.

Joy membership with 24/7 access to our 
communal lounge areas. One time free 
Freedom Night entry. 

10 headcount offices with unlimited 
access to communal areas, lounge areas, 
and conference rooms. 25% discount on 
Freedom Nights and 50% discount on 
MRY sessions. Five free MRY sessions 
upon signing up.* 

Access to communal and lounge areas 
after 6pm and anytime on weekends. 
First come first served basis, reservations 
recommended.

Above & Beyond 

Joy

Dawn 

Unlimited Joy

Sunrise 

Moonlight 

Above: $350 
Beyond: $450

$60 / Month 

$2,100 / Month 

$150 / Month

$5,500 / Month 

$60 / Month 

The Model

Membership fees provide a baseline of recurring 

revenue at each Spike location and gives members 

access to the state-of-the-art facilities and business 

opportunities inherent to the community. A basic 

assumption for the Pasadena model projects an MRR 

of no less than $131,000.

MEMBERSHIPS



Community Reinvestment

KEEPING IT  
IN SPIKE

Micro
Financing

Micro
PE Fund

2020  
Capital Inc.

10% of all revenue generated by 
Spike is directed by 2020 Capital 
Inc.into community reinvestment 
through 2020 Capital Inc.’s capital.

Spike  
Capital

Spike  
Communities

Spike

Investment

10% of  
Revenues

Revenues

10% of 2020 Capital Inc.’s revenues are 
reinvested in the form of micro-financing 
and micro-equity funding small businesses 
owned by Spike members.

Spike Capital



The Numbers

THE PASADENA 
MODEL

Below is the projected annual revenue for a single Spike based 

on products, membership, services, fees, commissions, rents 

and investment rendered within the community. 

Income 
Statement 
(Thousands of 
US Dollars)

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Total  
Revenues

4,449 28,918 63,393 103,530 151,266

%Growth  
(*)

649% 219% 205% 146%

Total Operating 
Cost

2,179 14,163 31,050 50,661 74,086

Total G&A 1,150 8,450 18,525 30,225 44,200

EBITDA 1,120 6,305 13,818 22.644 32,980

% Margin 25% 22% 21% 22% 22%

Spike CAPITAL 
NAV (10%) (**)

444 3,335 9,674 20,027 35,153

(*) Includes 2020 Capital Inc. related cost contribution 
(**) Community Investment “Pool”

Spike: Five Year Forecast

The Pasadena Model
15,000 sq. ft. over 2 floors

Spike Community Hub and 
Shared Workspace: 33 Offices, 

80 Workstations, Common 
Areas, 2 Conference Rooms, 
Bar/ Café, 1 Event/Lecture 

Spaces

Download full report: The Pasadena  
Model: By the Numbers

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rrzbnyOhUVpG3F3VxJBZCO9s-A_6puWO/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rrzbnyOhUVpG3F3VxJBZCO9s-A_6puWO/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rrzbnyOhUVpG3F3VxJBZCO9s-A_6puWO/view


.34

1
6 (7)

9 (15)
9 (25)

12 (37)

24 (61)

6.3
13.8

22.6

32.9
42.1 NET 

PROFIT

Spikes

(Millions)

2021-2026

(Based on Pasadena 
Model numbers) 

PROJECTED 
GROWTH

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026



CORPORATE  
STRUCTURE

Founder / CEO

Chief Advisor

Education Advisor

PR Advisor

Community Advisor

Stage 1 (In Place)

Stage 2

Retail Advisor

Marketing HR Planning CPO CTO CFO RE Legal

Spike Capital

2020 Capital Inc. Tech

Designer Assembly

Compliance

2020 Capital Inc. Micro-Finance

2020 Capital Inc. Media

2020 Capital Inc. Studios 2020 Capital Inc. Digital

Affordable video & film production  
services to the Spikes

Affordable digital marketing solutions & 
services to the Spike’s members

2020 Capital Inc. Micro-PE



Spanning over 25 years, Uzrad has led a notable 

career in corporate finance at the global level as 

a financial advisor, investment banker, dealmaker, 

negotiator as well as involvement in the structuring 

of numerous venture capital and private equity funds.

After retiring as Captain in the Israeli Intelligence 

Corps and serving as an assistant to two IDF Chiefs 

of Staff and to the Director of Military Intelligence, 

Uzrad was nominated as the top financial advisor to 

the Palestinian Authority (PNA). He has since advised 

major US and European corporations on a variety of 

Uzrad assembled a team of advisors and future 
executives that include legal, tech, operations, 
financial advisory, RE and HR experts. The team 
is fully devoted and committed to the Spike idea!

The Team

banking and investment strategy issues as well as on 

risk aversion mechanisms. 

More recently, Uzrad turned to the emerging 

cryptocurrency market as an active investor and 

dealmaker. He is a top advisor to investors and 

financial institutions looking to solidify buy/sell 

positions in this emerging market. 

He holds an MBA from Pepperdine University and is 

the Founder of 2020 Capital Inc., a FinTech Start-Up 

revolutionizing the US Financial Advisory Sector.

Entrepreneur/Innovator/Visionary

UZRAD LEW



The Team

ADVISORY BOARD

Sung is an attorney with 20 years of experience practicing law. 
After she graduated from Pepperdine University School of Law 
in 1999, she joined the United States Attorney’s Office Border 
Crimes Unit prosecuting drug smuggling, alien smuggling and 
alien re-entry cases. From there she continued her career as 
a prosecutor with the Criminal Division of the San Diego City 
Attorney’s Office before moving to the Civil Division to practice 
Real Property Law. Her current practice includes Healthcare, 
Employment and Business Law. 

Chief Advisor

Sung Lee Fortney  

Lio Spiegler is a branding and communications expert 
specializing in brand development, communication strategy, 
and the production of branded content and creative ideas 
for traditional and emerging media. He’s also trained in 
inter-organizational dynamics and has produced several 
documentaries. Lio has built desirable brands for fortune 500 
companies and boutique businesses alike. His ability to take 
in the entire business ecosystem means that his work easily 
touches on all aspects of the operation— from the manufacturing 
line to sales and customer care and from corporate culture to 
branded campaigns.

As brand architect, Lio conceived and helped deliver the 
nationwide ‘Project Confidence’ with Queen Latifah for Curvation 
Intimates which garnered VF Intimates $30MM in profits with 
a $1.5MM investment. His clients include seasoned industry 
veterans IBM Watson Health, Dolby Vision, and the good old 
Dish Games as well as successful startups betterair, Clickable, 
Skip*Hop, Phytel, M cushion and Social Code.

Communication Strategy

Lio Spiegler

Micha Riss is the founder and Creative Director of Flying Machine, 
a New York-based branding and design company. Working within 
a variety of media Micha and his team have produced award 
winning results for a broad range of international clientele, 
including ESPN International, the New York Knicks, the New York 
Rangers, A&E Television Networks, IFC, Sky Italia, Shop Japan, 
Starhome, Douglas Elliman and Teva Pharmaceuticals. Micha is 
also well known for his work as Creative Director at Manhattan 
Transfer. In this capacity, Riss oversaw numerous broadcast and 
commercial projects, for all major networks including MSG, MTV, 
VH1 CBS, NBC, ABC, Sony USA, HBO, TBS, TNT, Fox Kids and the 
Sci-Fi Channel.

Marketing Strategist 

Micha Riss 



The Team

ADVISORY BOARD

Ehud is an adjunct professor of finance at UCLA Anderson School 
of Management. He teaches risk management and financial 
economics in the MBA and Master of Financial Engineering 
programs. At UCLA, Ehud runs the Applied Finance Project 
program, in which graduate students engage with financial 
institutions in practical projects in diverse finance applications. 
Prior to that, Ehud was Head of Enterprise Risk Management at 
Leumi Banking Group. Leumi is Israel’s leading banking group 
with more than $100B in assets worldwide. At Leumi, Ehud 
was a member of a senior management team, led by the group 
CRO, which established a new Risk Management Division to 
oversee risk activities across the entire group. He developed 
large-scale risk management systems, including an Economic 
Capital framework, used for risk attribution and risk-adjusted 
performance measurement. 

Ehud also has many years of experience in Entrepreneurship. 
He co-founded Veon, a developer of interactive media platforms, 
where he served as Chief Technology Officer. 

Education and Training Strategist

Ehud Peleg

Famous Folks is a group of entrepreneurs who wanted to build 
something. So we did. We helped other entrepreneurs and 
business folk build their things by listening and working through 
solutions together. We know that customers expect more from 
brands now and it’s shifting how marketers must act. Customers 
will invest in the brands that deliver on purpose in everything they 
do. We direct and execute how you look, speak, and act to create 
ownable culture through branding and content.

Creative Agency

famous folks

With over 34 years of commercial real estate experience, Mr. 
Black provides in-depth market knowledge, professionalism, and 
tenacity in representing his clients all over the globe. His proven 
track record is a result of his precise and strategic management 
of all aspects of the transaction process, and complex 
negotiation abilities.

Mr. Black has closed over 25 million square feet of transactions 
with clients including Adler Realty, Amgen, Bell Atlantic, Bristol 
Myers Squibb, Clairol, Foursquare Church, Genuity, GTE, LBA 
Realty, Lockheed Martin, Regus, Sears, Verizon, Weyerhaeuser 
and many more.

RE Advisor

Lee Black



2020 Capital Inc. is now raising a total of $50,000,000 (in three consecutive 

STO rounds $10M, $15M & $25M respectively) to build the first Spike in 

Pasadena. Your investment will create a new paradigm in the financial 

advisory sector.

YOU CAN RESTORE A 
FUTURE OF HOPE AND 
STABILITY FOR HUNDREDS 
OF MILLIONS OF AMERICANS



SPIKE BY  
2020 CAPITAL INC.

(310) 890-5044
uzrad@2020.capital

Uzrad Lew:
(818) 482-9192
sung@2020.capital
 

Sung Lee:

CONTACT:

(818) 632-5052
ori@2020.capital 

Ori Basly:

This content was written and designed by FamousFolks.ca


